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TABLE TENNIS TABLE INSTRUCTION
Model No.: INDOOR 2000
Assembly Instructions
Carefully lay both table tops flat and face down on a soft surface. Unlock and unfold
pre-assembled table top, slide ‘T’ rolling leg into designated position and ensure
marking tape lines up on each side, see figure 1.
Figure 1

Preparation for use
1. Open the carton and check to ensure all accessories and fittings are complete.
2. Install ‘T’ rolling leg according to figure 1 above.
3. Tighten all screws and turn table up the right way ready for use.
Care and Maintenance for use of your Table
1. Two pieces of table top have to be separated before folding or opening.
2. Do not place the table outside for playing.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Do not beat on surface of table with paddle.
Do not place hot goods on table top.
Do not place heavy goods on table to avoid distortion.
Do not use table for any other exercise other then table tennis.
Do not move table around quickly on rugged ground.

8. Keep the table in a dry, well ventilated area after playing to avoid sun and rain
damage.
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Operation Method
Security Lock Operation
Unlocked

Locked

Release the lock before opening the Table Tennis Table and lock it prior to
folding the table.

Leg Hinge
When in use
When
Collapsing

Straighten hinge when using table
and collapse hinge to fold table.

Wheel Operation
Locked
Unlocked

Lock wheel tightly when using table and
unlock for moving and storing.

Height Adjusting Method

Figure 5
The wheel height can be adjusted to a
maximum of 15mm.
To adjust the table height at wheel,
screw part A (as seen in figure 5) anticlockwise to raise the table, and Part B
clockwise to lower it.

The foot height can also be adjusted to
a maximum of 15mm.
To adjust table height at the foot, screw
foot anti-clockwise to raise the table,
and clockwise to lower it.

All feet can be adjusted slightly to ensure a level playing surface.

